
Why Contino and AWS: Open Source Observability

Customer Challenge

The complexity of software systems is ever increasing; organisations need to invest 
in ensuring that their systems are operable. 

How can Contino improve and deliver greater value in how our clients collect, analyse, and 
act on data about their applications and infrastructure—whilst addressing technical and 
business objectives? 

An observable system is one where you can infer its internal state purely from the system's outputs—and 
one that is operable at the speed demanded by modern digital transformations.

In our work with large, regulated enterprises, we have come across three common traps that organisations 
fall into when it comes to observability:
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Monitoring and observability 
is often seen as something 
that can be added at the
end of a project rather than 
integrated from the 
beginning. 

As a result, baseline analytics 
are frequently taken against 
badly optimised systems or 
business processes—resulting 
in “improvements” that are far 
less optimal than they
could be.
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There is a common belief 
that as long as you have 
enough CPU, RAM, and Disk 
Space free, your application 
will perform correctly. 

In the modern era of cloud 
computing, this belief is 
demonstrably false due to 
the dependencies 
contained within a complex 
system and the mass of 
moving parts that need to 
be monitored in order to 
confirm the 
platform/application is 
performing as expected.
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Organisations are rarely 
monitoring business 
processes with any real 
degree of accuracy. 

This includes time taken
to work through 
development/support 
desk tickets, time taken
to get a feature into 
production, how many 
sales are made via the 
online properties etc.
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Introducing Contino’s Observability Solution:
AWS Managed Grafana and AWS Managed Prometheus

Contino works with AWS to bring AWS managed open source solutions to our customers. This includes the 
AWS Managed Grafana stack with AWS Managed Prometheus.

This solution is aimed at opening up the monitoring landscape for our AWS-focused customers and 
providing a strategic, long-term, dependable solution on which they can build out a proper SRE 
function—along with support for existing business functions.

This takes the form of dashboards visualising an application’s current performance and key business 
metrics.

The solution has three core components:
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Terraform Modules that 
can be re-used between 
customers to create the 
required AWS Managed 
Prometheus/Grafana 
stacks and configure 
them using the available 
Terraform providers
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A suite of Sloth rules 
created alongside your 
team that can easily be 
templated for a given 
situation, based on USE 
and RED to provide 
customers with instant 
visibility of their 
SLIs/SLOs
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Grafana dashboards that 
relate to the Sloth rules 
and are tailored to your 
needs to provide in depth 
visibility of each SLI/SLO 
that is being monitored
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Open source solutions
 are built to solve real problems by the experts of the domain. 
Through leveraging the tooling, you can participate in thriving 

ecosystems that drive you and the industry forward—breaking 
from legacy technologies and extricating yourself from painful 

licensing conversations.

https://github.com/slok/sloth
https://orangematter.solarwinds.com/2017/10/05/monitoring-and-observability-with-use-and-red/
https://orangematter.solarwinds.com/2017/10/05/monitoring-and-observability-with-use-and-red/
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A typical deployment would look to cover each aspect of the Observability River, from log events through to 
application tracing, all based on the AWS Managed Grafana Stack.

Quickly see everything you need to know about your application from security concerns through to 
performance outliers within a single solution, and get alerts to the teams that need to see them as soon as an 
issue arises.
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Business Outcomes

Understand your application, platform, and business metrics more effectively

Provide insight for all teams within the organisation into how your product works

Move visibility out from the computer monitors of the engineering teams and onto wallboards 
around the office to increase engagement in a project

Enhance troubleshooting and debugging through better application monitoring and tracing

A typical AWS Managed Grafana Stack 
deployment can visualise data from any 
AWS service—from EC2 instances through 
to EKS and Lambda.

https://medium.com/contino-engineering/the-observability-river-479932a92663



